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Mann outlines

Policy formation for

plans

for Mellon Grant
At

March 3 meeting of the

a

of Arts and Sciences

faculty,

Mass, universities

needed, says Monan

College

Professor

of Economics H. Michael Mann,

newly

What

director of the $360,000

appointed

universities in the next two

What

review committee and

How

thoughtfully,

O’Malley, S.J.,

Seminar

Psychology

“This

will take her

summer.

would

be made until the

probably not

the kind of

Though

LEADER OF THE PACK. Lukas

lead coming into the far

Major commitments, however,

proposals

Alamsyah-Rustam,

turn in the Commuter

Goes Competition which took

place

at

S.J., representing the Jesuit team, has the

Parking

Roberts Center

Race at the annual

on

Almost-AnythingAlamsyah-Rustam, a masters

March 7.

candidate in
who threw

second semester of 1981.

pastoral ministry, was one of more than 50 students, administrators and Jesuits
dignity to the wind to help the UGBC Commuter Committee raise money for the

Campus School.

to be

Mann said the disbursal of funds

April,

should be

to the

keyed

“growth

sity is about.” He plans
House

of

which I believe this Univer-

knowledge

get-together

in

Connolly
March for
faculty
a

to discuss the grant.

formation is

we

to move

are

absolutely
through the

Some have suggested the grant be
as seed money toward getting

proposals

into

a

shape that would

attract further grant support.

Making

rather than small, grants
available would be attractive since a

large,

large

grant would

provide

time, the

lack of which has in the past inhibited

scholarship.
Mann said he personally preferred
funding proposals for pure research
instead of developing new courses.
“I would not reject a proposal for
curriculum development, but I would
like to

see

it contribute to

reexamina-

a

tion of old

knowledge or attempt to
build upon new knowledge.” He disapproved of using a quota system to
distribute funds among the departments. “Outside funding is more easily
available to natural and social sciences. and I want to be fair to those

for whom outside

funding

is

more

diffi-

cult,” said Mann.
To broaden the scope of the
mittee,

many as six

as

drawn from

not

represented

the committee, would become

con-

advice from

departdeans.

seeking

“I don’t

see us as

dependently.

stake in what

graduate
the faculty

doing

and

will be in close contact with them.”

“We will have to take risks,” said
Mann about

selecting proposals for
grant money. “Maybe certain lines of
inquiry look promising but it turns out
they go nowhere. That doesn’t bother
Part of what the Mellon grant is

about is to take those risks. There
many of us who find

scholarship

demanding.
faculty mem-

tion, and who want to get back into
new

knowledge,

that I would be

sympathetic to their undertakings.”
A
specialist in industrial organization who has taught at Boston
College for 19 years, Mann is the U.S.
managing editor of the international
Journal of Industrial Economics.

A booklet

University Statutes. The Statutes, along

Bylaws

with the University Charter

this

and

set forth

procedures for the
governance of the University. The
Statutes will go into effect July 1, 1980.
While not radically different from
the previous Statutes, the newlyadopted document does differ from the
one it replaces in a number of im-

Bylaws,

Fr. Monan said it is crucial that

education administrators realize the

Changes

in

in the

and Statutes will be

published

Steps towards the development of the
Statutes

when it

was

were

first taken in 1977

deemed the existing

Statutes, in effect sinca 1968,
tained

criteria have

promotions

policy

no

ambiguities

the

at

for one’s children of

a

loss

possible

genuinely prized

influence upon their future, there is
graphic form the problem

written in

facing all of higher education and the

con-

and

legislative gaps
and had been rendered obsolete by
changes in University Bylaws and the
The President

statements, yet in the

appointed University

citizenry

of this Commonwealth.”

Fr. Monan

represented the private
responding to a paper
delivered by keynote speaker Frank

sector in

Newman, President of the University of

been made in order to

Historian Fr. Charles F. Donovan, S.J.,

Rhode Island. Newman outlined

role which

then Academic Vice President and

point plan, including “skillful institutional euthanasia,” for meeting the

plays

strengthen the
professional peer judgement

contain

profound distress

summer.

new

on

students and their families. “Notes that

parents of our students have written
me in regards to a recent tuition hike

containing the Charter,

composition of the Board of Trustees.

portant ways.

in the

determination of

Dean of Faculties, to prepare a draft
revision of the Statutes. This draft was

promotions.
Clearer definition of the respon-

presented

to the

University Community

sibilities and prerogatives pertaining to

in March of 1977, at which time Fr.

both

faculty and adjunct faculty has
been provided.
Anew appeals process which will
more effectively protect the rights of

Monan asked for the election

individuals involved in grievance

commentary

procedures has been added, and
of appeal have been provided to

means
cover

of grievance for which such

processes did not

Three separate
so

previously exist.
appeals bodies have

that grievances,

whatever their nature

level,

or

involving
member

dismissal of
or

a

dismissal of

only

draw up

a

on

faculty
faculty
a

contract. The

draft and

new
on

Statutes
Feb.

during

comprised

the

and the achievement of absolute

grievances including promotions ap-

consensus

out” cir-

the

University

between the Committee and
over

the contents of

Statutes.

Members of the University Statutes

reorganized to facilitate
the Statutes by faculty and

has been
of

of the document, its recognition

new

the

Committee

were:

Professors

Gary

Brazier, Joseph Chen, Geraldine
Conner, Laurel Eisenhauer, William

B.

Hickey,

promotions, for example,

David Lowenthal, Lester E. Przewlocki,

brought together
Colleague will
complete text of

be

within

a

the

matter of

distributing copies

are now

section.

single
publishing

a

new

the

Statutes

days and
to faculty

Marvin Kraus, Alan Lawson,

Leonard Strickman, Rebecca Valette,

John J. Walsh and Dean Donald J.
White, Chairman.
In other actions, the

members

and administrators. In addition, the

submit

Office of the Academic Vice President

conflicts of interest.

will be sponsoring Statutes
sessions for deans,

study
department

Trustees

determined to have each member

annually

a

list of

possible

The trustees also reviewed reports
on

construction, finance and

matters.

was

series

the first of

a

sponsored by the
Board of Higher

budget

In honor of

Composer in Residence C.
Peloquin’s 25th year at 8.C.,
University Chorale will perform a

Alexander

temporary favorites

at

con-

Symphony Hall,

April 25 at 8:15 p.m. Peloquin, who has
been called, “The most
powerful
shaping

force in church music of this

century,”

will be

conducting

the

chorale and orchestra.
The program will include works by
Bach, Beethoven and Grieg, Peloquin’s
Shout For

administrators. All criteria for

in

The seminar

planned

program of traditional and

note of the

of the best interests of the

cumstances.

use

particular

the administraton

Harrington, former President of the
Massachusetts Senate.

the

Statutes Committee. The

committee will consider all other

which do not involve tenure

Board took

of

Jubilee concert
a

formal vote of thanks to the members
who

University,

University

secondary Education Commission.

an

The Board of Trustees extended

faculty

eastern Massachusetts

16, 1980 with

mittee and administrators.

University

included

Education and the Massachusetts Post-

representatives of the faculty Com-

of the

panel

Walker, President of South-

Massachusetts

clarity

or

con-

The Academic Affairs Committee

day meeting

and

Massachusetts Professor, and Kevin

Board of Trustees.

all

five

demographic changes

Franklin Patterson,

draft for administrative

Faculty Review Panel will
consider only cases involving tenure
decisions. The Faculty Grievance

peals

serve

Statutes Committee

Fr. Donovan’s

of

a

costs.

Donald

sideration and eventual presentation to

cases

member prior to the expiration of

their members to

challenge
rising

Other members of the

the

which would collate and evaluate

reviewed the

may

tenured
a

faculty of 11 of
on a University

by

the Academic Affairs Committee of the

In addition, material in the Statutes
I

would like to encourage
bers who find themselves in that situa-

seeking

unanimously
adopting new

decisions under “up

are

the pursuit of

difficult and

March 7,

resolution

Committee will consider

school have
is

on

a

faculty interested
promotions procedure.

timely and appropriate University response. The University Hearing

The dean of Arts and

Statutes

new
chairmen and

receive

operating in-

Sciences and the

meeting

been devised

ment chairman as well as the

utilities,

severity of the tuition crunch
The Board of Trustees, at their

areas

sultants. Mann also said the committee
would be

Trustees approve

com-

faculty members

disciplines

costs in the areas of

equipment and supplies.

passed

used

me.

policy

As outlined by another speaker,
Ralph Sorensen, President of Babson
College, the problems facing Massachusetts’ 120 colleges and universities
are an estimated one-third drop in the
number of high school graduates and

rising

considered will not be defined until

we

Higher

assets.”

the committee to fund projects this

a

in

Commonwealth’s primary cultural

expected procedural details to
worked out by mid-April, enabling

on

the

last two decades of this
century
without unreasonable and
unnecessary
damage to higher education, one of the

when

Mann

more

solving

education in

“Critical Issues in

on

essential if

place.
be

statement, is

Education,” held at Harvard University
Business School, Feb. 23.

Marianne LaFrance, Associate Professor of

policy

remarks at the First Invitational

serve

September

a

Massachusetts, said Fr. Monan,

Philosophy; David Karp,
Associate Professor of Sociology; Benno
Brenninkmeyer, S.J., Associate Professor of Geology and Geophysics. Anne
Professor of English, will

in

problems facing higher

Thomas O’Connor, of His-

the committee until

goals?

the first critical step toward

tory; Richard Cobb-Stevens, Associate

on

and private

Answering these questions

Professor of

Ferry,

and choice of

be best used toward these

educational

Professor of

Kelly,

access

public

can

resources

The committee, appointed
by

Chemistry;

of

and

decades?

students?

provided

proposals.
“No proposal will be unilaterally
acted upon by me; it will be reviewed
by the entire committee,” Mann said.

includes: T. Ross

degree

colleges

educational opportunities should be

sketched the direction it may take in
setting ground rules and reviewing

Mann and Dean Thomas

and educational

career

in Massachusetts

enrolling

announced the appointment of

faculty,
faculty

the

are

aspirations of students who will be

Andrew Mellon grant for the professional development of tenured A&S

a

March 1980

Joy

and Psalm One Hundred

and other pieces.
Tickets

They

are

$B, $7, $6 ($5, students).

may be obtained

Chorale, Lyons 427,

from the

x-4305.
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Is it time
For

we

than 40 years, the
view in the field of

Keynes?

on

gave up

between recession and inflation

more

no

economics

longer holds true. He cites societal
changes which tend to mitigate the

which

effects of unemployment

prevailing

has essentially been that
John Maynard Keynes advanced
during the Great Depression: For the
health of capitalism it is essential that

or

young

holding—to keep economies balanced
between the mutually exclusive
dangers of inflation and recession.

statistical need to be recorded

re-entrants and

from either rising

kept

M. Nixon, declared

five percent. If I

term as

his first

is

president.

now,

or

I would guess between

spective,”

my view,

of how

range economic

models.

Like Ciccolo, David

was

six and

Belsley,

sees not

econometrist,

policy

conflict

growth slows
significant
60’s—the struggle

since the

becomes greater

no

each group at-

as

to shelter itself from market

tempts

Unions protect themselves through
cost-of-living clauses; the elderly

model

has proven to have inadequate detail.”
Statistical tools and theoretical models,

through security legislation, and firms
by barring the entry of other firms into
the market. Other groups act similarly.
“What that does over time is to
a growing number of marketdamping institutions, so that the

produce

In recent years however, our
has fallen into the grip of
economy

seven

percent. When unemployment
reaches that level, we ought to see a

Belsley said, are presently inadequate
for assembling the information that is

what has become known

diminishment of inflation.”

needed.

resemble

to
Belsley, many of our
problems can be traced to a
“one-two punch”: the Vietnam War,

these circumstances, recession

as

Petersen, acknowledged

“stagflation,” prices rising
at the

slows down. This

maddening

to be the

most “conservative” of his

time that the economy

same

believes that this

com-

colleagues,

diminishment could

bination of fire and flood, which has to

be hastened if government made

date resisted pressures brought to bear
three administrations, has given

unemployment less attractive and
provided people with an incentive

pause to those who advocate Keynesian
ideas and has, for others, called into

rejoin the private

by

question the viability of economics
theoretical

Colleague

as

a

addressed these issues in
held with four

recently

conversations

members of the Economics Department:
Professors David

Barry

Gccolo.
has

our economy

suffered,” said Petersen, “I don’t think

to

it is

not to be able to

people

denly from
economy

a

have the effect of

switched sud-

peacetime

with

to a wartime

and then back again, and the

interest rate, far from

too fast for many decades.

growing

want.”

been able to deal with the issues. But

ployment,

this doesn’t make

maintain their standard of consumption

an

one

Our

gigantic process of adjustment.
mechanisms just haven’t

policy

me

And inflation

about the

despair

have few alternatives but the

to have to come up with more

of

environmental

meaningful and detailed models.

market.

regulations which,

he

says, have been put into effect without
careful cost/benefit analysis. “If there’s

thing

business knows how to do,

“I don’t

see

that (the

economics what 1905

80’s)

will be for

for the

was

pessimistic. “If

the latter, he said

ruefully, “we should
coming.”
Compounding matters, Petersen said,
was a misjudgement—the underestimation of the inflationary bias in
the economy by about a percentage
have

seen

free market
money. In a
looking for new products to sell.

get around them.”
For John Ciccolo, the key to the

burgeoning complexity

of the economic

picture and the inability of models,
designed in the 50’s and 60’s, to take
new

factors into consideration. “The

point a year for ten years.
But, he said, it does not follow

Keynesian models

that the

demographic changes

designed

were

without provision for

Keynesian relationship

the economics

current crisis in economics lies in the

an
or

oil
a

embargo,
world

ask me if
you were to

profession

is

of their members

more

“If

we

can’t

servatives

out how to

they’re

Petersen,

unem-

future of economics. We’re just going

former could not have been forseen;

to

lead to

can

for families that choose to

economic recovery could be hastened
through the relaxation of safety and

When you have so many regulations
you devote energy to trying to figure

according

of

cause

higher prices as the cost of borrowing
is passed along to the consumer.

in

it’s make

The shocks,

down, could be the

economy

“Since 1965,” he said, “we’ve been

lost profit;

government mandated rise in the
slowing the

and

a

choose to

can

recover

A

jobs that may not necessarily be the
jobs people want at the pay scale they

one

are

increase prices to

the industrialized world has been

the worldwide crop failures of
1972-73 and the rise in fuel prices. The

to write economists off too

decrease in sales,

a

can

breeding inflation.
pointed out, faced

he

monopoly firm,

physics profession. Professors will
probably adjust more quickly than the
economy will adjust to rising oil
prices.”
Barry Bluestone is a good deal more

ought
quickly.”

you

less and less to

comes

an

oil crisis, which reflects the fact that

employer of last resort, providing

Moreover, Petersen said,

Bluestone and Assistant Professor John

“Given the shocks

an

and Harold

Belsley

Petersen, Associate Professor

sector. “While

so

find any job, the government ought to
be

practical discipline.

or

intolerable for

According

was

marketplace

market.”
open
In fact, Bluestone maintains, under

current

when the country

be-

forces.”

an

macro

the

the economic pie. “When

growth

some

that economics

has failed, but that “the

of

down—and we’ve had

plan is in order, if

to the economy. “Government

understanding
today lies in

works

economy

tween groups over the distribution of

information

providing new
integrated into the

sense

be

said that the

our

understanding

an

should be to set up incentives and let
people know what they are.”

unem-

falling,

in,

only because uncertainty does damage

as

to guess where it

were

garbage
syndrome; but in

For the meanwhile, he said,

long

rate at which inflation is

now,” nobody’s revolutionary, Richard

make
can

female
the

“We used to believe,” said Petersen,

ployment, the

It’s the old

out

a kind of Keynesian world.”
And, Ciccolo added, one that will

in order to receive benefits

“that the natural level of

all Keynesians

during

job market;

respond

it’s still

and the benefits themselves.

became the

are

adults;

unemployed

when Keynes first pro-

orthodox view. “We

garbage

inflate

government intervene in the economy—getting, spending, legislating and with-

Revolutionary
pounded it, the system

economy.

unemployment figures or both. Among
these, the demographic pitch towards
entrants into the

Economists

what

we

bankrupt,”

placing

the labor

rely on the conKeynesians,

the

or

then

need to do is concentrate

better understanding of how

on

exactly

our economy works and how it fits into
the international economic system.

“What
studies

he said, “I’d have to say that it was. To
try and relate the free market to

on

of how

need is

we

whole

a

new

set of

the next decade —studies

over

political-economic

structures

operate, the points of conflict and how
conflict

can

be resolved.”

present conditions is pure foolishness—a dream world, and the Keynesian
remedies

are also proving utopian.”
Bluestone, who approaches

economics from what he calls “a
radical

or

neo-Marxian per-

CAMPAIGN RECORD.

During an
eight-month period last year, Boston
College raised more in New Heights
Campaign pledges than it has in any
fund-raising year in the University’s
history, said James P. Mclntyre, Vice
President of University Relations, in a

Newsbriefs
NEH AWARDS. The National Endowment for the Humanities has

stipends to two memUniversity faculty,
Associate Professor of History David
Northrup (The Recruitment of Labor in
awarded

summer

bers of the

report to the Trustees

at their March 7

meeting.
The record $4.8 million raised between

Eastern Zaire, 1870-1930: Continuities

July

1979 and

of

over

$1 million in grants from such

Policy

and Response; Phase I) and

1980 includes

February

Associate Professor of Classics Lowell

large

Edmunds

and Dana. The O’Neill Chair in Political

the

(Two Studies
Oedipus Myth).

of the

in

Sphinx

“The awards,” said Director of Re-

Mclntyre called the report “very
encouraging.” “The pledges will enable
us to complete the campaign by next

prestigious within the humanities and
tense, both

tatively.”

The awards

in-

and quanti-

qualitatively

are

Mellon, Kresge

B.C.

“are considered to be quite

competition for them is extremely

as

Science alone raised $1.3 million, attracting the support of many national
corporations as new contributors to

search Administration Charles

Flaherty,

foundations

year as

for $2500.

scheduled,” he said.

This year, the University put forth
three nominations for the awards, one
in the senior nominee slot

A FUNNY

and two in the

Howard entertains Fr. Monan, Basketball Coach Tom Davis and other guests at a dinner held in
Howard’s honor in Gasson Auditorium on February 24. Howard, who
plays a B.C. “alumnus” on
the CBS program, “The White Shadow,” was
visiting the University at the invitation of student

These

(Edmunds)
junior nominee slot.

selected from nine ap-

were

plications by

panel consisting
of Professors John Mahoney of
English
and Thomas O’Connor of History, and
review

a

and alumni

THING HAPPENED

process at its March 6

that it

meeting, and

assumed the interviews

was

would include students,
Academic Vice President

Panuska, S.J.,

sent

and students of the

Sciences, his third
the search for
Fr. Panuska

Joseph A.
faculty, staff
College of Arts and

to the

progress

anew

report

reported

were

being

completed

considered for

Jesuits and laypersons,
this

men

a

third
are

and

interviews scheduled to
the end of- March.

Fr. Panuska wrote that the
mittee would be

members of

considering

performer

Ken

■■ Boston College

Colleague

are

the Trustees

on

the

subject

languages in curriculum.
Other faculty attendees

Designer

of

Carol Davis

still scheduled for

April

15.

Photographer
Pellegrini

were

Lee

Associate Professor of Fine Arts

Berger, Associate Professor
Computer Sciences Peter Kugel,

Final recommendations of the
Committee

Languages Vera Lee who addressed

Pamela

the Committee.

of

FACULTY TRUSTEE DINNER.

Members

faculty and of the Board of
Trustees got together on March 6 at
Connolly House for dinner and
presentations by faculty representatives.
The presenters were Joseph Appleyard, S.J., Chairman of English, who
spoke on the new freshman English

History Professor John
who spoke on academic

Contributing Writers
Christie Herlihy

Associate Professor of Computer

Bill McDonald

Sciences Peter Olivieri, Associate

Will Sonzski

Associate Professor of Education Diana
of the

Finalists will be selected from

pool with
begin towards

Television

Professor of Nursing Jean O’Neil,

screening. Included among the 20
external and internal candidates,
women.

are not

and

that first and

all candidates and that 20 candi-

dates

administrators who

faculty

dean.

second screenings had been
on

on

GASSON.

Ben Birnbaum

of the interview

specific procedures

UPDATE. On March 3,

WAY TO

Editor

Associate Professor Theodore Steeman

DEAN SEARCH

ON MY

groups.

of

Theology.

TO ME

Paolitto, Associate Professor of Biology
Donald J. Plocke, S.J., and Associate
Professor of

English

Dennis Taylor.

Colleague

dent Dan Cotter

250

stuwas among
dent government leaders who met with

President Carter and

Zbigniew

core course,

advisors

com-

Heineman

Stuart Eizenstat

the

advisement, and Chairman of Romance

information

presidential

Brzezinski and

during White
day, February 15.

House

published

nine

times

annually by

the

Relations, Boston College, and is

distributed free

to University

torial and

production

offices

faculty and
are

staff. Edi-

maintained at

Lawrence House.

Boston

COTTER MEETS CARTER. UGBC Presi-

is

Office of Public

College

is committed to

providing equal

edu-

cational and employment opportunity regardless of
sex, marital or parental status, race, color, religion, age, national origin

or

handicap. Equal educa-

tional opportunity includes admission, recruitment,
extracurricular

facilities,

access

and testing,
ance

programs and activities,
to

course

housing,
offerings, counseling

financial assistance, health and insur-

services, and

athletics.
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People
Appointments/Honors

Publications

□ Dean of the School of Nursing Mary
Dineen, has been appointed to the

Ernest Siciliano is the author of “Satire

American Nurse’s Association’s Task
Force

the Study of Credentialing in

on

Nursing. The Task Force held its first
meeting in Los Angeles in January. It
will work on carrying forward
recommendations

study

resulting
credentialing.

of

Associate Professor of

□

from

a

were

by
Cambridge-based

consulting firm,

at a recent dinner at

the Ritz Carlton.

□

“Collective Bargaining in Ghana,”

by

Assistant Professor of
will appear in

Gray,

leave this year,

□

Assistant Professor of Accounting

□

Two books authored

working

editions:

Reality (with

and

as

an

Professor at American Univer-

sity.
□

Professor of

Sociology

Smith has been invited to

Forum

serve

on

in

Japanese.

□

a

for

an inquiry into relations between
government and volunteer organiza-

Chemistry

T.

has been awarded

a grant
Kelly
study “Synthesis of the Anticancer
Agent Tropdiolide,” by the National

to

□

Associate Professor of

George

Associate Dean of Arts and

Physics
a

grant, “Fabricate UV-B Film Badges,”
from Photometries Inc.

Deans (EACD)

group of more than 350 academic
and student affairs deans representing
a

colleges from Virginia to Maine.
Tapes of the EACD’s most recent

125

conference, which included presentations

on current problems and roles
deanship and innovative advisement
procedures, are available from

of

ongoing

series on

faculty

Ken Nicholas has received

a

by the Alfred Sloan Foundation. A
specialist in organometric chemistry,

faculty
an

be

so

Lisa Cahill will

Theology

Right

a

has been

the humanities portion of the

Haney

Prize. The

Haney

Prize is

awarded every two years to
of

judge for
John L.
author

an

scholarship accepted for
publication by the University of Pennsylvania Press.
□

a

work of

□

Joseph McHugh spoke on “Classroom
Application of a Generalized Audit
Software System Using MARS” at the
Annual Conference

□

serve on

the Massachusetts Area

Board of the
Services for

Hyde Park,

Department of Social
West Roxbury, Mattapan,
The MAB is

board which works to

develop

a

citizen

a

responsive network of social services.
Margaret

Programs
Governor

M. Dever, Director of

for Women,

King

Commission

’4B

was

as a

sworn

in

persons.

by

member of the

Judicial Conduct. The
Commission is composed of three
judges, three lawyers and three layon

spoke

place

March 7

Theology Margaret
on programs

“Ethics, Morals and

Education” which
Hebrew

College,

□

faculty

Four

on

April 3.
(not)

□

James Hennessey, S.J., Professor of

Theology,

was

held

recently

member of

a
a panel on
Colleges and Their Sponsoring Religious Communities” at the
was

The Forum

1200 directors of

Canada.

Jones is currently

a

member of

the Executive Board of the National
Forum.

□ Born to Associate Professor of
Saldarini and his

wife Maureen, their first child, Daniel

English
participated in a

Blake.

Summer Research Grants awarded
The Summer Research Grant

members who will be

faculty

21

names

members will present

re-

Professor of History

speak

on

Raymond

T.

“The Essential

Associate Professor of

Education Michael S. Schiro will

sentatives from each of the professional schools and each division

summer

of 1980.

They

are:

fessor, English; Benjamin Braude,
Assistant Professor, History; Stephen
Brown,

Assistant Professor,

Theology;

Connolly, Associate Professor,
Slavic; Kenneth Craig, Assistant Professor, Fine Arts; Lowell Edmunds,
Associate Professor, Classics;

Cheryl
Professor, Theology;

within the

of Arts and

College

Sciences, is chosen each

the
year by
University Research Council, and is
chaired by the Associate Dean of Faculties.
which

Proposals,

fall of each year,
appropriate Dean

are

or

solicited in the

reviewed

are

the

by

Chairman, ranked

and forwarded to the Committee. Each

History; Jonathan Goldthwaite,

member of the Committee evaluates

Associate Professor,

each

Biology; Paul
Gray, Assistant Professor, Sociology;

proposal

scale of

and ranks it again,

on a

to four. The Committee

one

William Griffith, Assistant Professor,
Management; Jean Guillemin, Associate

meets to

Professor, Sociology; Donald Hafner,
Associate Professor, Political Science;

recipients and alternates.

review, examine and discuss

the resultant

to determine the

rankings

Richard Jenson, Assistant Professor,

The Committee, in announcing the
awards, said that virtually all of this

Mathematics; William Kilpatrick,
Associate Professor, Education;

year’s 54 proposals were of high merit,
and expressed its appreciation to those

Michael Mulhern, Assistant Professor,

who

Fine Arts; Carole O’Brien and

selection and

Katherine

proposals

Detherage,

Assistant Pro-

were

involved in the difficult

ranking

process. The
grants have

not awarded

been forwarded to the Office of Re-

fessors, Nursing (sharing one grant);
Joe Peek, Assistant Professor,

search Administration

Economics and Hassan Tehranian,

applicants

Assistant Professor, Management.

appropriate funding.

cause

are

for $l5OO.

As several of the

by

are

proposals awarded

being presently

considered

outside granting agencies, the

Committee also named five alternates.
In the event that
results in

an

of the
proposals
any
outside grant, the Uni-

versity grant would become available
to an alternate.

alternates

can

so

that the

be assisted in

obtaining

Members of the Summer Research
Grants Committee for 1979-1980

were:

a

but declined acceptance be-

of other commitments. The

awards

grants

Psychology

Easton also received

Fellowship

University Trustee Thomas A. Vanderslice and graduate students George
Moses and Walter Gazda (l. to r.) at a Hovey House reception, March 6. Vanderslice, President
of GTE, was here to address graduate students on the subject of promising non-academic
careers for individuals with graduate degrees. The meeting was sponsored by the Graduate

The Summer Research Grant

for the

Ellen Friedman, Assistant Professor,

Parents’

21-23.

Professor, Sociology and Jill Syverson,
Instructor, Romance Languages.
Committee, which consists of repre-

annual

Sophomore-Junior

of

ceiving Summer Research Fellowships

Randolph

Student Association.

than

Theology Anthony J.

Associate Professor of

Assistant Professor of

WORDS OF ADVICE.

more

Births

Colleges and Universities in
Washington, D.C., in early February.

Michael
at

Brookline.

Weekend, March

Dracula.”

represents

in

field experiences in the U.S. and

Exum, Assistant

will

place
Washington, D.C., recently.

libraries: Futurism at the

“Parents’ Program Seminars” at the

McNally

at the 1980

Chairperson

Directors which took

University

Henry Blackwell, Assistant Pro-

and

Catholic community at the Phillip Lown
on

as

lecture at Yale

Committee has announced the

practices of moral education within the
Conference

Roslindale and parts of

South Dorchester.

Instructional

College.

Lecturer in

Gorman

on

which took

Computing
at Babson

served

meeting of the Forum for Field

Half

a

Associate Professor of Accounting

James Cremins, Assistant Professor

of Education, has been selected to

□

Time and

□ Joan C. Jones, Director of Field
Programs for the School of Education,

Marianne W. Martin, Chairwoman

Adele Dalsimer

a

on

of the Fine Arts Department, will

□

and ad-

appointed

speak

to Die?”

annual meeting of the Association of

honored.

sponsored by the

Canadian Association for Irish Studies.

Catholic

member in the past decade to

seminar, “Romantic Ireland,” in
London, Ontario, March 5-8. The
seminar was

Assistant Professor

“Catholic

of 400 scientists

was one

Professor

Beinecke.”

$20,000

two-year Sloan Fellowship for Basic
Research, one of 78 awarded this year

award, and he is the second B.C.

Janet James, Associate Professor of

History,

includes

to Commonwealth.”

ministrative issues for the 1980s.
□

structure also

present “Images of Boston: from Colony

destroy...the

Chemistry

under age 33 nominated for the

Harrison.

part of

Associate Professor of

Nicholas

Coming!”

of History Thomas O’Connor will

The title of her talk is “We will

—

□

present “Metric is

□

Goldsmith has been awarded

elected President of the Eastern

are

theater in its

of Trustees. At left, the 650-seat main house;

Construction is expected to begin in late spring.

“Is There

Sciences John L. Harrison has been

The conferences

teaching and working

of

Cancer Institute (DHEW).

tions.

College

new

space.

Associate Professor of

Ross

government who will discuss the need

Association of

THEATER MODEL. Sasaki Associates, architects, used this model of the

presentations of construction plans to the Board
at right, the 125-seat Experimental Theater. The

Grants

of volunteer leaders
group
and representatives of the federal

□

Thomas Luckmann, 1966)
Swedish; and Sociology: A Biographical Approach (with Brigitte Berger,

the

Commission of Volun-

on a

teerism,

The Social Construction of

in

1972)

David H.

Committee of the National

Planning

Professor of

by

Sociology Peter Berger have recently
been published in foreign languagq

Courts in

Adjunct

Sociology
a forthcoming

Hans E. Klein is the author of Growth,

with the National Center for the State
D.C.

forth-

Decisions series.

a

Washington,

a

Press in their Research for Business

of authors feted

Abt Associates,

on

which will appear in

coming issue of Romance Notes.

Profit and Long Range Planning in
Banks, published by UMI Research

Social

Applied

Research in the Courts (1980)

Saks is

in the Inversion of Roles in the

Quijote,”

issue of Industrial Relations.

Psychology

Michael J. Saks and Professor of Law

number
among a

Professor of Romance Languages

Paul

Charles H. Baron, editors of The
Use/Nonuse/Misuse of

O

In ranked order, the

Shirley Jackson,
History; Judith
Wilt, Assistant Professor, English;
are:

Assistant Professor,

Associate Professor George Aragon,

Management; Professor Hugh Ault,
Law; Professor Richard Bolan, Social
Work; Associate Professor Benno

Brenninkmeyer, S.J., Geology &
Geophysics; Assistant Professor
Elizabeth Daly, Nursing; Professor
James Hennesey, S.J., Theology;
Assistant Professor Michael Numan,

Psychology;

Associate Professor

Michael S. Schiro, Education and
Associate Dean of Faculties, Donald J.

White, Chairman.
The Program for the Summer Re-

James Weiss, Assistant Professor,

search Grants for 1981 will be

Theology; John Williamson,

nounced in September.

Associate

an-

4

Gazette
Learning Disabilities Seminar
The Committee

Learning Dis-

on

abilities will present

seminar

a

discussions and presentations

professors

learn-

on

guidelines

comment on Irish art.

Hiroshima.

Noon, Gasson 100.

Finance Academy Seminar

Creative

formances will be announced
A six-part

soon.

“The

documentary,

The

Heritage of Ireland,” will be shown
17, 18, 20 and 21, 3 p.m.,

Richard Ellman

biographer

on

Annual Alumni/Student Prize Debate

on

March 28, 7 p.m., Gasson Auditorium.
The resolution under discussion
states that the Federal

nections will be found in Calendar.

should

substantially

Government

public

tele-

vision. Charles D. Ferris, ’54, Chairman
of the Federal Communications Com-

Thomas P.

the resolution,

uphold
O’Malley, S.J.,

Dean of the

of Arts and Sciences, will

College

oppose it.

Following the debate,

a

champagne

Minority Services Conference
Graduate School of Social Work, in
collaboration with the Bureau of HuServices Education and Research

is sponsoring
Service

conference

a

Delivery

to

“Human

on

March 25,

place

1 to 6 p.m., at Alumni

will focus

the

on

services to the

delivery

Black, Native

March 29. Chorale Liturgy

Chapel,

7:30 p.m.

March 31. Images of

Through

the Arts. 8 p.m., St. Ignatius.
Service of

2.

hungry

on

4 to benefit the

May

in the Boston

area.

Chaplain,

The

Lord’s Supper for
p.m., St.

4. Stations of the Cross.

Noon, St. Ignatius. Celebration of the
3 p.m., St.

Lord’s Passion,

p.m., St.

6. Easter

Masses. 7, 8:30,
has

Vigil.

Sunday

10:00, 11:15

a.m.

(University Liturgy], 12:30, 4:00,

an-

nounced its Lenten and Easter activities

p.m., St.

8

Ignatius.

Sunday, April

Calendar

Ignatius.

5. Easter

Saturday, April

x-3475.

University Chaplaincy

8

Ignatius.

Friday, April

People

3. Mass of the

Holy Thursday.

5:30

Ignatius.

resources

House.

Connolly

Bioethics Conference
and

manipulation

euthanasia will be discussed at the
third annual
ference

Workshops

Saturday,

horticultural

access to a

in

will be held

Chaplain’s

work,

herbs and exotic plants. Greenhouse

referencedibrary

The Greater Boston Walk for Hunger

environ-

an

from seed, layering,

The ethics of gene

Hall.

of human

provides

share materials and

215.

Prayer. Church of the Redeemer,
Hammond Street. Homilist, Linda

Thursday, April

p.m.

Com-

Minority

munities.” The Conference will take

Walk for Hunger.

Office of the

and have

McElroy

March 23. Episcopal Evening

Sunday,

Wednesday, April

interested in becoming sponsors or
walkers may contact Kathleen Voigt,

users

The Alumni Association of the

man

is available

plots in the Faculty Greenhouse
at Connolly House may become
available April 1. Interested full-time
faculty members should register at
Connolly House on any class day,
beginning March 20, from 10 a.m. to 5

including raising

obtained in

Monday,

at x-3987.

Some

The greenhouse

National Catholic Reporter to generate
discpssion. Copies of the NCR may be

Reconciliation. 8 p.m., St. Ignatius.

ment for serious horticultural

participants.

on

Catholicism, using the

Christ’s Passion: A Meditation

Registration information

Faculty Greenhouse

reception will be held for all guests and

Noon, Gasson 105. A Lenten series
current issues in

for Lent. Newton

Overview.”

Celtic Con-

Liturgy Series.

Strahan.

those who will

among

increase its

financial commitment to

mission, will

are

vestment in the United States: An

War Program and the UGBC Cultural
on

at 8

address themselves to “Foreign In-

Program, Haley House’s Peace and
Committee. Details

place

Vice President of the Swiss Bank

Corporation

the Irish Studies

Program sponsored by

will host its

March 19 at

Hufbauer and Peter Wodtke, Executive

March 20 and the Celtic Connections

Society

Academy

Dean of the School of Management
John J. Neuhauser, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury Gary C.

Also
culture, the Humanities Series lecture
Yeats

Finance

Lent

Thursday, March 20 and 27.
Lunchbreak/Study Group.

a.m.

of interest to devotees of Irish

by

Fulton Debate

Annual

Barry Pavilion. Registration begins

Hall.

employed by the Admissions Office in
evaluating learning disabled applicants.

Eighth

Seminar will take

Murray Conference Room, McElroy

with these students and the process

The Fulton

Wednesday,
Wednesday in

March

dealing

in

Nuclear Disarmament, and survivors of

Date, time and place of per-

ing disabilities found in students,
for

Governmental Organizations for

on

Tuesday, March 25, 3-5 p.m., Connolly
House. The program will include case

March 19 and 26.

will read from his works; and Dublin
portrait artist Robert Ballagh will

on

Con-

Undergraduate

10 a.m

Bioethics, March 29,

to 5 p.m. in Gasson Hall. Students

give topical

papers followed

will

by faculty-

American, Hispanic and Indochinese

moderated discussion and

communities.

dinner. Registration is $3 for students

a

buffet

and $6 for non-students. For additional

A Green

information and advanced registration

Spring

call the Mendel Club, x-3545.

This year’s Irish Fortnight lecture
and

performance series, held April 9jointly sponsored by B.C. and

15 and

the Irish American Cultural Institute,
will

explore the “Irishness of Ireland.”
Galway entertainer Paddy Tunney will
sing and tell tales; University College,
Dublin, archaeologist Michael Herity
will give

slide presentation

a

historic and

on pre-

Reflections

on

War and Peace

The Department of Theology, in
conjunction with the American Friends
Service Committee, will be presenting
“Nuclear War and the Quest for
Peace:

and Ethical Issues,”

Religious

on

March 28, Barry Pavilion, at 8 p.m.

actress Anna

The presentation is open to the B.C.
community and a reception will follow

one-woman

at Barat House.

early

Christian Ireland;

Manahan will present a
show; Albert Fry, president

of the Gaelic League, will
Irish

language; poet

speak on

Michael Hartnett

of art designed
YES, BUT IT IS....“Mail Etc.’ Art,” a travelling exhibition of 1000 works
mailed, will be in residence at the Boston College Art Gallery, Barry Pavilion, March 17

The participants include Venerable
Koshu Ohmi of the

Religious

through April
The

Non-

Gallery

15.

Above,

is open 11

a

work

a.m.

by

to be

New York City artist Gary Allen.

to 4 p.m.,

Monday through Friday

and

by appointment.

Calendar
Tues., Mar. 18
Colloquium:

Sat., Mar. 22

Morris Weitz, from Brandeis

University, will speak

“An informal dis-

on

cussion: ‘But is it Art...?’
Room 212, 4:15 p.m.
Arts

”

Barry Pavilion,

Sponsored by

the Fine

Film: “An

American in

p.m. McGuinn Auditorium.

Humanities Series: D.A. Bullough,

Film Board. Free admission.

ty, Fife, Scotland, and currently Ford Lec-

Dance: The Dance Company of Boston

turer

p.m.

8

Students $l. General admission $2.

Ireland,

on

Practice of

“St. Augustine

the Theory and

Hall. All

“An

are

the Department of

House. Admission free.

American in Paris.” 7:30 p.m. Barry

Pavilion.

Free.

Wed.,
Finance

Academy

Historian, will speak

on

S.J., University

“Moral

Philosophy

Curriculum.”

Collegiate

p.m. McGuinn Auditorium. Admission

7:30

free.

Seminar: 8:30 a.m. Barry

Pavilion. “Foreign Investment in the United
States: An Overview.” Luncheon speaker,

Wodtky, president

of North American

operations for Swiss Bank Corporation.
Persons interested in

attending,

call x3987.

on

“The Future of Ulster.” 7:30
p.m. Fulton

412.

Thurs.,

Humanities Series: Richard Ellmann,

winning biographer
William

of James Joyce and

Butler Yeats and

fessor of English

at

prize-

Goldsmiths’

Oxford, will speak

Pro-

p.m. McGuinn Auditorium.

7:30

and 9

Sponsored by

College

will

Company of
perform in Gasson

Auditorium. 8

General admission $2.
p.m. Students $l.

Music

Group

performs

Ferris, ’54, Chairman, Federal Communications Commission, Thomas P. O’Malley, S.J.,

6 p.m.
early Baroque at Connolly House, 4
Faculty, staff and guests are invited to
partake of this “refreshing redress from the

Dean of Arts and Sciences and students from

Debating Society.

7 p.m. Gasson 100.

music of the late Renaissance and

‘griping griefs’ of the everyday.”

Film: "Manhattan.” 7:30 and 10 p.m.
McGuinn Auditorium.
by Film

Fri., Apr.

Board. Free admission.

Film: “Deer Hunter.” 7:30 and

Nuclear War and

McGuinn Auditorium. Sponsored

Sponsored

The Quest For Peace:

11
10 p.m.

by

Film

Board. Admission free.

Sat., Apr. 12
Film: “Deer Hunter.” 7:30 and 10 p.m.

Newton

McGuinn Auditorium.

Barat

Board. Admission free.

on

“Irish National and

Nationalist Literature.” 7:30 p.m.

Cushing

Hall. Room 001.

Campus, followed by reception at
House. Open to the Boston College

Community.

Tues., Mar. 25
Conference: “Human Service

Minority Communities.”

1-6

Delivery

to

Sat.,

Undergraduate

Bioethics. Gasson Hall, 10

Seminar: “Learning Disabilities.” Presented

Sponsored by

Committee

Wed.,

on

Connolly

Conference

a.m.

on

to 5 p.m.

the Mendel Club. Further

information in Gazette.

Footrace: The Woman’s Resource Center is

sponsoring

McGuinn Auditorium.

call x3489.

Sponsored by

Film

Board. Free Admission.
Assistance Pro-

Faculty-Staff
a

seminar, “Managing

Speakers

are

Herbert

and administrative

which

staff are invited,

in Gasson Auditorium,

3-5

information,

17

Humanities Series: Susan Sontag, cultural

critic, essayist, filmmaker and author, will
speak

House. Admission free.

“Manhattan.” 7:30 p.m. Barry Pavilion.

on

“Ways of Seeing.”

8

p.m. Welch

Dining Room, Lyons Hall. Admission free.

Free.

Celtic Connections: Dr.

to

more

Film: “The King and I." 7 and 9 p.m.

Tues., Apr. 1

an

footrace. Fqr

O’Connell

Brown University,

expert in the field of

a

Thurs., Apr.

Sun., Mar. 30

sponse. Moderator will be Bruce Donovan of

place

Hunter.” 7:30 p.m. Barry Pavilion.

Film: “Manhattan.” 7:30 and 10 p.m.

Mar. 26

will take

“Deer
Free.

Learning Disabilities. 3-5

gram is sponsoring

p.m.

House. Admission free.

House. Details in Gazette.

Stress in Professional Life.”

faculty

Film

Film: “Magic.” 7 and 9 p.m. O’Connell

Alumni Hall. Further details in Gazette.

p.m. at

Sponsored by

Sun., Apr. 13

Mar. 29

Conference:

p.m. at

chemical dependency. The seminar,
Boston

10

Faculty Early

Annual Alumni/Student Debate: Charles D.

Benson, M.D., author of The Relaxation Re-

Film Board. Free admission.
Dance: The Dance

Concert: The

and ethical reflection. 8 p.m. Barry Pavilion,

speak

Services at Brown University, and

Film: “An American in Paris.”

Arts Department.

the

Roswell Johnson, M.D., Director of Health

Fri., Mar. 21

Continuity.” Barry Pavilion,
p.m. Sponsored by the Fine

Sean Lucy will

on

“Writing James Joyce’s Biography.” 8 p.m.

4:30

Theology Department presents an
evening of shared experiences and religious

Seminar: The

McGuinn Auditorium. Admission free.

and

on

Celtic Connections: Irish Poet and Critic,

by

Mar. 20

morphosis

Thurs., April

American Friends Service Committee with

Mon., Mar. 24

Celtic Connections: Prof. John A.

Murphy,
University College, Cork, and Prof. John
Darby, New University of Ulster, will speak

address is “Acuin.” 8 p.m. McGuinn Audi-

the

Lecture: Charles F. Donovan,

in the American

Mar. 19

Peter

O’Connell

Colloquium: Pamela Berger will speak
“The Cart Goddess:
Syncretism, MetaRoom 212,

Bullough’s

Fri., Mar. 28

Mar. 23

Film: “Harold and Maude.” 7 and 9 p.m.

7:30 p.m., Fulton

Friendship.”

Debating Room, Gasson
welcome. Sponsored by
Theology.

on

Sun.,

at Oxford. The title of

torium. Admission free.

Lecture: James McEvoy, head of the

Department of Scholastic Philosophy, The
Queen’s University, Belfast, Northern

Professor

of Medieval History at St. Andrews Universi-

Sponsored by

College will perform in Gasson Auditorium.

Department.

Tues., Apr. 8

Thurs., Mar. 27
Paris.” 7:30 and 9

Colleague will
Tomas Mac Anna,

Director of the Abbey Theatre, will present
“The

Abbey Theatre,”

a

dramatic look at

April

22.

next be

appearing

material and information is

April

April

Calendar will include events

that part of Irish Stage History. 7:30 p.m.

scheduled

Gasson Hall. Rm. 305.

clusive.

on

Deadline for submission of

April

22 to

May 19, in-

15.

